FRANK
SHORT FILM

Logline

Girl feels that she is in love with her old friend but he has a girlfriend he loves. An
idea of breaking up her friends using internet is born in girls mind

Summary of the story
Mary comes back to her hometown. She watches old videos starring her friends and
herself. Her best friends are in the frame. They are happy. Mary also comes into the
frame accidently. She's sad and stands aside watching her friends. Mary knows that her
friends live together for a few years already. She calls them using Skype.
Her friends names are Gabriella and Victor. Victor works at the hospital at night. When
he goes to the work Gabriella shows Mary her chat with someone named Frank. She
has been chatting with him since one of the quarrels with Victor. In her words, Frank is
in love with her, but he's behaving himself and tries not to overstep the boundary.
In a short time Gabriela says Mary that she needs to tell her something important, she
just needs to wait a bit.
She makes a decision and sends Victor some kind of attachment from anonymous email
address. Right after that she has a call from Gabriela. She says she's pregnant.
Mary regrets her deed. She tries to phone Victor, but he doesn't answer. Mary tries to
phone Gabriela, she fails in it as well. Finally Gabriela answers and connects Mary to a
common conversation. Gabriela apologizes in tears for her chat with Frank.
Someone gave Victor that chat. He got very angry. Victor wants to punish her and tells
that he breaks their relations. Mary tries to reconcile them but she doesn't succeed.
Victor hangs up. Gabriela is very nervous. She is very scattered and decides to go to the
Victor's workplace to explain him everything to save their relationship.
Mary calls Frank and tells him that Gabriela is pregnant. She says that Frank is her fake
profile that she made because of her jealousy. Victor demands Mary to explain
everything to Gabriela and fix that. He connects her to the call. Gabriela says that she is
close to the hospital. At this point, she gets into the accident on her car.
Victor leaves his workplace and runs towards her car, but also becomes a victim of the
accident
Mary tries to call her friends. She understands that something bad has happened. Girl
starts watching hospital webcam and sees what has happened.

About the project
• Genre: Drama
• Film rating system: PG-13
• Format: Screenlife

